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Research Project 

As time goes by, the concept of  the separation of  powers has been subject to different interpretations. 

In its first part, my study analyses both the concept of  division of  powers, trying to outline them, and 

the evolution of  this concept in the passage from the rule of  law to the constitutional rule of  law. The 

second part of  my thesis is dedicated to the analysis of  the effects of  the application of  the principles 

to rule the relationship between the national legal order and the European legal order in the interne 

division of  the powers.  

I want to verify if  the principle of  the separation of  powers - although today the legal orders contribute 

one to the other as a complex series of  a partial system - is able to reproduce in the European contest 

the need for freedom and protection which is the basis of  the elaboration of  the Montesquieu's 

doctrine. 

In fact I will verify in the last part of  my work if  in the sectors where the States have given to the 

European Union the competence to legislate, the relationship between the European institutions is 

articulated so to guarantee the need for democracy, too. 


